The density and performance of advanced silicon technologies have made system-on-achip ASICs possible. SoCs bring together a diverse set of functions and technology features on a single die of enormous complexity. The physical design of these complex ASICs requires a rich set of functional elements that integrate efficiently with a set of design flows and tools productive enough to meet product requirements successfully, without consuming more time or design resources than a simpler design. The architecture described, including functional libraries and physical design conventions, enables the creation of multiple SoC ASIC designs from a common infrastructure that addresses silicon integration, electrical robustness, and packaging challenges. An implementation strategy follows from this design infrastructure that includes hierarchical design concepts, placement, routing, and verification processes.
Introduction
An ASIC is a chip with application-specific function, designed using predefined elements from a circuit library, assembled, interconnected, and timed by a design system. Companies which provide ASIC design systems and services construct ASIC products targeted to a specific silicon technology, and provide the product to their customers in the form of a design kit.
The ASIC design style provides the design customer a turnaround time (TAT) and design resource advantage over full-custom transistor-level design. The challenge for the ASIC provider is to limit the impact to cost and performance by the use of standard, reusable ASIC elements in contrast to the flexibility of full-custom design.
The combination of high-density silicon processes and advances in ASIC design system software capabilities have made custom system-on-a-chip (SoC) design possible. An SoC is an ASIC that integrates, on a single silicon die, processors, memories, logic, analog, and I/O functions previously implemented as multiple discrete chips. Some of these predefined functions are offered as "hard cores," which are complete physical implementations of circuits and interconnects in a fixed form factor. A function offered as a fully defined logical netlist of a standard function that can be uniquely physically configured and wired in a specific implementation is called a soft core.
The evolution of an ASIC from custom logic to complete SoC presents the ASIC design system with new issues and challenges. The underlying silicon technology must have a more complex, diverse feature set to support the varied functions characteristic of an SoC. Given the enormous range of designs possible, customization of each component element is not practical. Very complex hard and soft cores can be defined, verified, and reused on multiple SoC ASICs without customization. The issues related to integrating these large fixed blocks are much different from those involving the integration of primitive logic elements in traditional standard cell design.
This paper describes strategies for addressing the challenges of SoC design from two perspectives. First, the architecture of the SoC ASIC design system is considered, including how to integrate and optimize technology features for a large number of specific designs with different requirements and content. A menu of die size options and package offerings that satisfies a wide variety of SoC applications is also required. The physical, thermal, and electrical attributes of the die and package combination are critical considerations for complex applications. In many ways, designing an SoC package and die image is as complex as the card design of the previous generation.
Second, this paper discusses the physical design requirements of a specific SoC implementation. Floorplanning is a key initial step in the physical design of any SoC ASIC. The choice to use a hierarchical design methodology instead of a single-level, flat style is a critical decision when designing an SoC. I/O planning and placement can be problematic in SoC design, given potential interactions with other design blocks, and electrical interactions with on-chip power distributions and package characteristics. In an SoC environment, the I/O and package interactions are made more complicated by the existence of multiple voltages. On applications of this complexity, a comprehensive electrical analysis is required. When all of the blocks are planned and placed, detailed power, signal, and clock routing can take place. Finally, logic, physical, and electrical checking can be completed on the resulting design.
Throughout the process of both architecting the ASIC design system and designing the specific SoCs themselves, cost, performance, and TAT are the key attributes that are targeted for optimization. The primary goal of the design system is productivity-the ability to optimize a specific application from a reusable set of functional circuit elements, silicon, and package technology, and to perform that optimization with a minimum of design resources and design time. The single most effective way to realize this productivity gain is to maximize the probability of firsttime success, thus eliminating the need for costly and time-consuming multi-pass designs.
SoC design system architecture
The ASIC design kit contains the base circuit elements (library), software, and packaging options that are required for the design and construction of an SoC design. Because the ASIC design kit may be used as the basis for hundreds of unique designs, it must not only be optimized for performance and end-product cost, but must also be architected to minimize design TAT. To this end, many architectural decisions are made during the design of the ASIC design kit. These decisions will ultimately affect what is possible in an SoC design. In this section, we examine three of these choices: the technology design point, in terms of transistor choice and metal-level stack; the circuit library content required by SoC design; and the image/package combinations supported. We consider the Cu-11 ASIC design system, which uses CMOS8sf, the IBM 0.13-m semiconductor process, as an example of the decisions that are made, how they are made, and their impact on SoC designs.
Technology features
The high level of functional integration demanded by an SoC design involves the integration of silicon features that were previously optimized in separate technology offerings. The distinct functional blocks were individually optimized for their own relatively narrow, functional requirements. In the SoC world, these features must be combined in an economically viable way, and this may generate technical tradeoffs and challenges.
Today's leading semiconductor processes offer a number of transistor options. The choice of transistor(s) for use in the ASIC library is one of the most important architectural decisions made during the creation of the library, because this choice will affect the performance, cost, and power attainable on chip designs which utilize the library. Table 1 presents the CMOS8sf logic n-MOS choices. The table lists the various transistor options; the delay obtained with a sample circuit utilizing each transistor option; gate-oxide thickness; and off-current (leakage current) of each of the transistor options.
As the table shows, the CMOS8sf process offers a wide range of transistors with various delay/off-current ratios. The choice of the "right" transistor depends on the end use of the SoC. For example, low-leakage-battery-operated parts must use the high-V t n-MOS with its low I off characteristics, while performance-critical designs would opt for the MPU device for its improved delay. Unfortunately, the intellectual property (IP) components are often designed and qualified months in advance of the SoC. Development budgets prevent the creation of IP optimized for each design point, so the ASIC architect is forced to choose which transistor option to support before knowing the end application. When selecting a transistor option for the Cu-11 ASIC library, the architects consider performance gains from the previous product, aiming for a 20% improvement from technology to technology. The team also considers cost implications (wafer processing, mask, and test) as well as the power requirements of known or anticipated customers. In this example, a decision is made to build a product around the standard n-FET shown in Table 1 because the high-V t device offers outstanding leakage attributes but does not meet the 20% performance improvement objective, while the low-V t device offers excellent performance but the leakage current is excessive for low-leakage applications. The use of this transistor option requires the use of an intermix methodology in which two different transistor options are used on the same design in an effort to balance performance and power objectives. While the MPU n-FET is 35% faster than the standard n-FET and would offer outstanding performance, the performance comes at the price of 62 times the leakage current and much more process complexity due to the different gate-oxide thickness. The use of the MPU transistor by itself is not possible for most SoC customers because of power considerations. Another important design criterion for an SoC is the number of metal layers (also called the metal stack) used in the SoC chip design. It is desirable to use the fewest possible levels of metal to complete the SoC design in order to minimize cost. Like the transistor choice, the metal-level options available to the SoC designer are set by the ASIC design kit. Cu-11 offers the metal-level options listed in Table 2 .
Thin levels of metal are defined as those levels of metal that offer the tightest wiring pitch (width plus space) available in the technology. Thick levels of metal are defined as metal levels that have a larger cross-sectional area (both in thickness and width) and therefore offer superior performance and current-carrying capability at the expense of a looser wiring pitch. Thin levels offer more wiring channels per unit area and help to minimize die size and cost. Thick levels of metal are better for power distribution, high-speed clocking, and routing of signals that must travel long distances. An additional constraint on the metal stack is that once a hard core is routed, the metal levels used are fixed and cannot change without significant redesign. It is important that the ASIC design kit specify the metal stack options that can be used for routing hard cores so that different hard cores do not employ incompatible metal stacks. This metal stack compromise can sometimes result in a hard core that is larger than absolutely necessary. This tradeoff is generally accepted as the price required to allow SoC designs to be designed quickly using existing IP and the ASIC design system.
The Cu-11 ASIC product chose to support the metallevel options shown in boldface in Table 2 . The architects felt that two thick levels of metal were always required for power distribution and high-speed clock routing. With four levels of metal reserved for hard cores, the minimum metal stack configuration in Cu-11 is six levels: four thin, two thick.
SoC circuit library considerations

Logic libraries
The ASIC library is used to implement both the custom logic in an SoC design and the logic in the hard and soft cores included in the ASIC design kit (for example, the embedded processors). To provide a time-to-market advantage to the SoC designer, the ASIC library must be robust, pre-characterized, hardware-verified, and designed for ease of use.
Extensive simulation is performed on each library element at process and environmental extremes. The library is typically characterized at the 3 process limits to allow for the largest manufacturing process window. Hardware-to-model correlation is performed on the library to ensure that the timing modeled in the ASIC design kit is representative of the actual timings seen in hardware. Hardware reliability stresses (exposure of the die to high [1] , offers high drive capability and supports ample wiring resources over the cell to maintain high levels of routability for large and highperformance designs. This library design point has proven to be robust over a large range of die sizes. The drive capability of the larger cell also allows efficient drive for the long nets in large, high-performance SoC designs.
The smaller physical size of the 9-track library can better optimize density for smaller ASIC designs, IP subblocks, and cores. In smaller designs (Figure 1 ) [2] , where placement density is not driven by wiring congestion, the finer granularity of the 9-track library can provide a density advantage and can minimize wire lengths and parasitics for power optimization. Designs have shown up to 15% area reduction depending on logic content when the 9-track library is used at both the chip level and subblock/core level.
Hierarchical design is used when mixing the 9-track and 12-track libraries on the same chip. Random logic macros (RLMs) are defined to separate 9-track and 12-track hierarchical entities. SRAMs and other hard blocks are not affected by this logic library option, and can be placed in either 9-track or 12-track terrains. Gate array libraries are available in both 9-track and 12-track versions for backfill and metal-level personalization changes.
Embedded DRAM
Another major class of building blocks that must be integrated into an SoC are high-density memory macros. In the Cu-11 product, high-density trench DRAM macros can be integrated on SoC ASICs in various quantities. Competitive DRAM designs require some specific technology features that are historically distinct from pure digital logic processes. In addition to technology, DRAM designs have evolved specific design and test implementations which complicate the delivery of highdensity embedded DRAM memories [2, 3] .
From a technology standpoint, the integration of a trench capacitor is the most difficult integration issue for successfully embedding DRAM without affecting the integrity of the high-performance logic technology. The trench processing is lengthy, and it must be done before fabricating transistors. Lengthy wafer-processing TATs might be acceptable in standard products, but they are a key market detractor for a custom SoC design. To mitigate this issue, the placement of the DRAM macros can be done early in the design process, and frozen. The mask design levels specific to the trench can then be captured, masks made, and wafer processing started through the trench sectors in parallel with the remainder of the SoC physical design process. This process can effectively remove the TAT impact associated with the embedded trench DRAM.
Embedded DRAM designs also typically require design and technology features that are not common to pure logic technology. In an effort to maintain acceptable performance, reliability, availability, and retention times, techniques such as local voltage boosting are often used in DRAM macros. Maintaining low leakage currents is key to meeting these important functional specifications, and it requires techniques such as well biasing and the use of thick oxide transistors to limit tunneling currents. These requirements and techniques use some of the same wellisolation and multiple-voltage approaches employed to support analog design, but are generally contained within the confines of the fixed memory macro. The technology implications of embedded DRAM designs are further detailed in a companion paper in this issue [4] .
The inclusion of 10 -100 Mb of embedded DRAM in an SoC ASIC design can add a tremendous amount of densely packed, defect-sensitive area to the die, which could seriously limit the manufacturing yield. For a long time, standalone DRAMs have had designed-in, sophisticated redundancy schemes to allow bits with manufacturing defects to be swapped out of the address space of the array. Multiple banks of redundant word and bit lines are utilized to provide a wide range of fixable memories. Fuse options are required as a technology feature to provide the nonvolatile programmability required to affect this redundancy. The traditional technology for redundancy programming has been laserblown fuses, which present several issues to SoC physical design. Laser fuses must reside at the top level of metal in order to be accessed by the laser energy, and must have ample space around and beneath them to prevent damage to surrounding circuitry during the blow process. This presents significant placement challenges for the fuse block. While the memory may be implemented with only several levels of metal, allowing the additional metal levels in the stack for wiring the rest of the ASIC, the fuse block must consume all of the metal levels for the fuse to be implemented safely. This not only represents wiring blockage to the rest of the die, but also may conflict with the placement of signal and power pads on the die. This has caused the fuse-block portion of the redundancy circuitry to be moved away from the memory macro itself, so as to free the macro from the placement difficulties of the fuses. The fuse blocks are now independently placed, smaller objects to ease these floorplanning issues with dense memories [5] .
As technologies scale to greater densities, metal levels increase, and low-k dielectrics are introduced, the relatively constant size and energy required to blow laser fuses will make them increasingly unattractive. Electronically blown fuses (anti-fuses) will replace laser fuses and remove many of the metal-level and placement conflicts described above. However, these electronic fuses present different integration issues. They require elevated voltage and current levels to be blown, and this drives the architecture of a mechanism to steer these fuse currents to the proper links from an external source.
The fuse methodology developed for embedded DRAM can also be used for SRAMs or other functional structures, to implement an electronic chip ID that gives each manufactured die a unique signature for traceability, and to store manufacturing or test data on the die itself.
Analog integration
Analog functions integrated on an SoC are one example of a set of functions previously available at the system level in function-specific technology which must now be integrated in silicon with digital components. Analog design often requires a very different variety of technology features, model accuracy, and integration sensitivities than digital design. The device set common to digital and analog design (primarily transistors, resistors, and diodes) can readily be used by both styles of design, but the sensitivity to parasitics and overall modeling accuracy is much higher in analog design. In addition to the set of elements held in common with digital technology, another set of design elements is required for extensive analog design. These elements are made to be modular extensions to the base digital technology; i.e., they can be added to the fabrication process without affecting the characteristics of the other elements in the technology. Elements in this category, in which processing steps are added specifically to build the elements, include metal capacitors, inductors, and precision resistors. The modularity of these elements allows them to be employed only when they are valuable to the end application; the base elements that do not require these features can be used with or without these additional process steps. In other cases, analog design elements are structures that can be created from fundamental digital processing steps, but require more detailed characterization and modeling to be useful in analog design. These elements include diodes, thin oxide capacitors, and various resistive elements.
Analog integration on an SoC introduces a new set of electrical issues. Modeling of noise coupling is a critical need in analog design, and requires the extraction of substrate and well characteristics not typically required in most digital designs. A resistive substrate connection is essential for good noise isolation for analog designs, but requires more stringent design rules to prevent latch-up in digital designs. Noise sensitivity and isolation require considerable special handling of analog signals as they traverse the SoC, outside of the analog function itself. These signals cannot tolerate much series resistance, so they are wired using thick metal to reduce inductance and IR drops, and maintain acceptable electromigration lifetimes for high-current nets.
The most problematical requirement of analog integration is the need for power-supply voltages which are at different potentials and/or electrically isolated from digital power supplies. Many analog functions require voltages higher than the ever-shrinking digital logic voltages, forced by either long-existing standards or headroom to distinguish voltage steps. As a result, many analog functions require a unique off-die power-supply connection. These unique power connections are termed "AV dd " connections to denote their treatment as analog power supplies. The placement of these analog blocks and the routing of the analog power-supply connection are critical components of the die-planning process.
There are design-tool and customer issues related to analog integration as well. Many fundamental design and verification tools used in ASIC design have been optimized over the years for efficient digital design. Many design tools commonly used for analog design are optimized for transistor-level design and are not efficient for multi-million-gate designs. Some of these tool conflicts are subtle and fundamental (for example, the number of terminals on a transistor, and whether the well connections of a transistor are explicit or implied globally). Many of these differences can be abstracted at the block level to allow die-level integration, but they complicate device-level verification methodology and limit the exchange of transistor-level design IP between SoC designs.
Many of the design-tool issues can be insulated from the SoC designer if the analog function is contained within a fixed "black box." Standard analog functions can be made available as fixed, off-the-shelf core macros. However, many analog functions, particularly higherfrequency designs, must be tuned to the specific application and the surrounding physical and electrical environment. In these cases, the end customer must have access to transistor-level design of the embedded analog function. For this reason, a common design environment and tool set has been developed to enable end-customer design and tuning of these sensitive circuits.
High-speed links
SoCs that require high serial data rates between SoCs call for advanced package and die designs. For easier signal escape and wiring through the package, high-speed links (HSLs) are placed near the die periphery. The solder interconnects (bumps) needed to service an HSL are in a fixed position with respect to its footprint. An HSL, or a group of HSLs designed as a single block, requires its own power, voltage reference, and signal interconnects, with minimum on-die routing. Time references such as PLLs are often dedicated to the HSLs, and also have preassigned signal interconnects.
As SoCs with several hundred HSLs emerge, they require placement flexibility for efficient use of the die area. Groups of four, eight, or sixteen HSLs are designed without gaps between the HSLs they include. These HSL groups can be stacked laterally or vertically. The HSL groups do not interrupt the power busing because "power rings" are placed around the HSL group, to offer a similar power-grid resistance with and without the HSL group. To reduce the signal wiring blockage formed by the HSL groups, the porosity is enhanced with tracks through the groups, allowing non-HSL signals to pass through the macro.
The symmetry of the die footprint dictates how the HSL groups can be placed on the die, with an orientation suitable for signal fan-out through the package. For unrestrained HSL group placement, it may be necessary to design one to eight different HSL group bump patterns. Accordingly, several unique HSL group designs may be required.
Package and electrical considerations
The die "image" consists of metal buses and terminals that connect the die to the package: These are either wirebond pads or solder-bump interconnects. With an SoC design, power must be distributed on-chip to each of the hard cores and to the standard cell logic on the die. The package design process can be time-consuming, and the test infrastructure is expensive and requires a long lead time. The ASIC design kit solves these problems by relying on fixed die sizes and predefined packaging solutions. These predefined solutions can help to minimize the application-specific electrical analysis required and the expense and time required to generate a packaged solution.
The ASIC flip-chip offerings are designed around a common solder-bump footprint supporting a number of different packaging options, allowing the wafer test infrastructure to be shared. In addition, IP which is required to interact with the solder bumps can be designed once to support a wide range of applications.
Image styles
In "peripheral" images, the wire-bond pads or the solder bumps are placed at the die periphery in order to facilitate the package signal wiring and to have fewer package wiring layers. The I/Os are located near the pads, or bumps, at the periphery of the die, in order to minimize the on-die connection distance [1] .
The "area array" images offer complete placement flexibility for the I/Os and for the other logic elements (Figure 2) . Signal bumps may be placed over the complete die area, and their density can be selected to fit a specific application (Figure 3) . Specialized I/Os are accommodated by using a variety of power supplies that are "V ddx "-compatible with the various industry standards for signaling. Up to four different V ddx voltages are offered, each V ddx available on a different quadrant of the die. The placement, routing, and verification tools used in conjunction with area array images are more complex because of the higher degrees of freedom and the multitude of possible placements.
Package and image electrical attributes
Together, the package and the die image incorporate the power supply of the die. The dc currents follow paths from the board through the package and the image to the transistors on the die. The dynamic current paths are different. Some charge is stored by on-package decoupling capacitors, some charge is stored by on-die decoupling capacitors, and the rest of the current propagates from the board. The power-supply behavior is quantified with the help of detailed models and simulation at the frequencies of interest. In addition to supplying the die with dc currents, the package and the image power-supply structures are the references for the signals traveling through the package and on the die. The typical cross section of a package is a triplate, with the signal wires sandwiched between reference planes. The coupling of the signal wires to their reference planes forms a return path for the signal dynamic current. A closed loop is needed for a complete current return path.
To quantitatively evaluate and compare the packages considered for an SoC, modeling and simulation are often necessary. The model extraction techniques are reviewed in [7] . Modeling is a complex task; the model matrix for a contemporary package is large, and the simulations for large-configuration computers require days. Also, the simulation results can be uncertain because of uncertainties in modeling techniques.
Rather than using large extracted models, smaller special-purpose models are often derived [8 -10] . Frequency-domain analysis of the power supply separates the contributions of the die, the package, and the board resistance, inductance, capacitance (RLC) components to the power-supply response to switching activity. In a simulation of the SoC, such models help answer the SoC designer's power-supply integrity questions relative to the die power grid and its decoupling capacitors, the package inductances and decoupling capacitors, and the board regulator and its decoupling capacitors.
Specific SoC implementation
Physical design hierarchy Two fundamental approaches are employed for the physical design of an ASIC: "flat" or hierarchical design. In a flat design methodology, all of the primitive and macro-level elements are placed, wired, and timed together at the die level. In a hierarchical approach, the design is partitioned; portions are designed independently and then integrated at the top level for the complete die. SoCs most often require a hierarchical approach in order to efficiently integrate multiple fixed functional elements of various types. Several types of hierarchy are supported by the IBM Blue Logic ASIC physical design methodology.
Move bounds are areas defined on the chip to which the placement of certain logic has been restricted. These are nonexclusive areas on the chip: The restricted logic must be placed in the area, but other logic is not excluded from it. If the placement software indicates that an unrestricted gate should be placed within a move bound, it is free to place it there. Since move bounds are area restrictions, the logic within all move bounds is placed and routed at the same time along with any remaining unrestricted logic.
In the IBM design system, random logic macros (RLMs) represent levels of hierarchy in the physical design domain. Each RLM has a size and shape, and all RLM logic must be placed within the boundary of the RLM. Logic from other portions of the design cannot be placed within that boundary. RLMs are placed and routed separately from one another, and from the top level. Possible interactions between wires at the RLM level and the top level may introduce dependencies (hence introducing an ordering to the placement and routing processes).
When to leverage hierarchy
The most dominant metric for design size is the number of placeable objects. The number of nets in a design is approximately equal to the number of placeable objects. Most physical design programs have CPU and memory requirements proportional to the number of placeable objects. Computing requirements of wiring programs are also proportional to the die size (in square mm).
IBM experience with the current generation of physical design tools shows that physical design TAT can be improved by using hierarchical design techniques when the number of placeable objects reaches about 1.1 million. This is not a hard limit of the physical design programs (data volume test cases have been completed on designs in excess of 6.6 million objects), but rather a point at which hierarchical design should begin to be considered. Today's SoC often consolidates the function of multiple chips in earlier technologies, optionally adding new function. The use of hierarchical physical design allows the mature portion of the design to be isolated from the new logic. The physical design on the mature portion can be completed while the new logic is designed. Once the new logic is complete, the physical design can be performed on it, and it can be merged with the existing design and quickly released to manufacturing. The size of the physical design team is also an important consideration. A hierarchical design methodology makes it much easier to use more than one physical designer on a design.
Another method used to fill large-capacity chip images is to place multiple copies of a design (or portion of a design) on a single chip. This is often seen in communication designs, where many copies of HSLs are placed on a single chip. The physical design on this macro can be performed just once and reused for each of the other instances, significantly reducing the total amount of physical design required for the chip.
The costs of hierarchical physical design
Hierarchical physical design has associated with it several costs that must be weighed against the potential benefits just described when making the flat-versus-hierarchical decision.
Hierarchical designs consume more resources than flat designs of the same size because of unique steps in a hierarchical methodology. Typically, one full-time physical designer is assigned to chip-level design, integration, and data management, and one or more part-time physical designers are assigned to focus on RLMs.
In hierarchical designs, a flat design is first executed on each of several RLMs, which are then integrated at the top level. This requires data management, which consumes resources that would not be required with the use of only a flat chip methodology.
Additional complexity is introduced because RLMs and the chip level share chip resources, such as wiring planes. When one entity (such as an RLM) uses a portion of a wiring plane, the used portion must be marked as blocked to all other entities (such as the chip level). Organizing and keeping track of all these blockages results in a process-management role that must be performed.
Placement, optimization, and wiring programs are hindered by hierarchical boundaries, resulting in designs that are often less optimal than equivalent flat designs. Hierarchical boundaries represent walls to optimization programs that cannot "see" into or out of the RLM. This leads to decisions that are often locally optimal but globally suboptimal. A good example of this is clock optimization: Clock skew within an RLM is often very good; however, it is more difficult to achieve good clock skew between RLMs. This leads to an overall larger chiplevel clock skew, but within the RLM, where the large majority of flip-flop connections exist, the clock skew is lower than that which could be achieved using a flat-chip approach.
Chip planning
SoC designs require extensive planning when architecting the chip physical layout. The large number of hard cores on many SoC designs, in addition to the numerous voltages required for interfaces, present the physical design team with many partitioning challenges. An important consideration for the design team is the partitioning of voltage on the design. Each supply that is required on the design creates extensive overhead in card wiring, packaging, on-chip electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection, on-chip level shifting, and on-chip power distribution; therefore, the number of supplies on the design should be minimized if possible. When multiple voltages are required, the die area over which the voltage must be supplied should be minimized. This may require moving I/O buses or IP blocks to different locations on the die.
Once the voltage partitioning is complete, the interaction among the various physical blocks must be considered. The hard IP blocks on the design must be organized in order to minimize top-level interconnect wiring while at the same time respecting I/O placement requirements and the timing budget of the design. Sufficient die area must be reserved for the top-level interconnect, taking into consideration the number of levels of metal that exist on the die, the number of levels of metal utilized in each IP block, free wiring tracks available through each block, and the area of the die that is consumed by power and clock distribution.
Voltage islands
The IBM Blue Logic ASIC Cu-11 product supports voltage islands in the front-end and back-end design methodologies. Previous ASIC products offered voltage islands in the form of either digital or analog hard cores with isolated power supplies. The capability for an SoC designer to freely create voltage islands with customer logic and isolate the supply voltages is a very powerful design capability when automated in an ASIC design system. SoC designers can leverage voltage islands in the ways listed below:
• Power performance management.
• Mixed-voltage IP integration and reuse.
• Standby power management.
• Active power management.
• Voltage isolation.
Voltage islands are handled as RLMs in both front-end and back-end design. All of the design tools, including simulation, synthesis, static timing, power calculation, test insertion, noise analysis, PD optimization, placement, power routing, power bus analysis, and electrical rules checking, must have knowledge of the voltage levels within each island or knowledge that the voltage supply could be disconnected at each level of the voltage island design hierarchy.
The initial offering of voltage island support in Cu-11 includes voltage isolation with off-chip control. Figure 4 is an example of how power would be brought into a voltage island on a wire bond die. The voltage isolation support includes inter-island communication within the full voltage range of Cu-11. Inter-island communication circuits were specifically designed in the ASIC library to enable this level shifting across voltage islands at different potentials. In addition to the inter-island communication when the voltage islands are powered up, special fencing circuits are provided in the ASIC library to handle voltage island communications when any voltage island is powered down. These force a known state on nets that may connect to other powered islands. All of the voltage island constraints are handled by the design system checking, simulation, synthesis, test insertion, physical design (PD) optimization, placement, and power-routing tools for an efficient ASIC implementation with processing time very close to that for standard hierarchical design.
Electrical analysis
During the SoC design, several electrical aspects receive ongoing attention as the floorplan evolves. The main aspects of interest are the integrity of the power supply and signals. These two concerns can be controlled with correct placement and simultaneous switching analysis.
Power-supply integrity
During the definition of the default power distribution for the die, the power busing RLC properties are defined and a model is built. A maximum current density is established, accounting first for uniform current density, then assuming hot spots of various sizes and currents. The dc analysis is performed first, taking into account IR drops and electromigration. Testing of the ac properties includes inductive drops assuming no decoupling and a simple triangular current waveform, consistent with the dc current-density assumptions.
When required for custom images, the power busing is incrementally modified by making local changes followed by specific analysis. Special cases such as the clock distribution might exceed the power grid current rating. These are designed and analyzed separately, including their own timing and decoupling analysis. Large predesigned elements such as memories connect to the power grid in a specified manner. They perform their own power-supply analysis on the basis of what they can expect from the die power grid. Other predesigned elements which connect directly to the power bumps that they "own" can perform an independent power analysis.
Analysis of signal integrity is performed using a simplified model of the signal lines. According to the speed required, the package signal wires may be reduced to lumped self and mutual inductances. In more demanding cases, the electrical elements represent only a few millimeters of signal wire, no more than 1/20 the wavelength. In addition to inductance, skin-effect resistance, capacitance, and conductance may be included. The signal return path presents challenges at higher frequencies, as described in [7] .
I/O placement is critical to good electrical behavior. Simple guidelines are given, such as creating small I/O placement areas bounded by solder bumps, or a "window," as shown in Figure 5 . Though the rules may be simple, they prevent catastrophic placement situations. For instance, a hot spot can be prevented by restricting the
Figure 4
Example of power connection to voltage island on a wire bond image. Reprinted with permission from [6] .
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Wire bond pad I/O placement near the vertical power bus, where the high-current zone of an I/O will be supplied through only a few horizontal power rails, creating potential electromigration concerns (Figure 6 ). Modifications to the I/O cell to distribute the current vertically and placement farther from the vertical power trunks allow current spreading through multiple horizontal rails. The number of I/Os placeable in a window is determined by referring to a table summarizing the I/O properties, including maximum charging currents, average currents, and slew rates.
Reference [11] offers some details of low-level rules for local I/O placement verification. The verification is performed one window at a time. The tool has a window description, as shown in Figure 7 . The tool extracts the placement of all of the I/Os in a window, and the rules are verified. Failures are flagged with comments. The method is very fast, and it is incorporated in interactive placement tools.
The simplest technology rules are used for global I/O placement legalization. The verification is performed on a complete die. The tool extracts the actual die power grid and builds an RLC electrical model with several million elements. The tool extracts the placement of all of the I/Os on the die and inserts equivalent current sources. A fast linear solver computes the IR drops and the grid current densities. The computed values are compared against the basic technology rules, and temperature maps illustrate the results of the analysis. This approach can be generalized to perform ac analysis, using equivalent circuits to represent the package across the solder bumps [12, 13] .
SoC routing
Each new deep-submicron ASIC technology reduces the metal-line-spacing design rules, creating more opportunity for line-to-line coupling capacitance. SoC designers are being challenged to continue aggressively designing for performance while trying to avoid line-to-line noise coupling issues as technologies are being scaled. Xrouter,
Figure 5
Window used for rules-based placement and verification. Reprinted with permission from [6] . 
Figure 6
Left, original hot-spot current formation; right, modified cell with resulting current spreading. Reprinted with permission from [6] . the IBM signal routing tool, has a wire-spreading capability that has had a significant impact on reducing the line-to-line coupling capacitance-induced noise as well as improved manufacturing yield by reducing line-to-line critical areas. Mandatory design signoff requirements for cores and die require wire spreading to be completed on all ASIC designs. In addition to wire spreading, the ASIC tools Xrouter and Scorpion (balanced clock-and signal-routing tools) have the capability to use shielded wire types in Cu-11 product. The shielded wire types are an explicit way to isolate or shield a wire, in contrast to spreading, which is a constraint on the router to create the isolation where possible. Figure 8 shows the shielding scenarios available to SoC designers: a. Standard wire type/no shielding for comparison (signal wire in orange). b. Shield-and-isolate wire type/shield (two shield wires in purple, two isolation wires in green, and the signal wire in orange). c. Shield-only wire type/shield (two shield wires in purple and the signal wire in orange). d. Isolate-only wire type/shield (two isolation wires in green and the signal wire in orange).
Each shielded wire type has a different characteristic amount of blockage, 3D extraction predictability, and total wire capacitance. Table 3 shows how each of these characteristics affects SoC designs in determining how often and where within the design to use each wire type.
SoC buffer and wire optimization
During floorplanning of SoC designs, the number of connections across large blocks can be minimized but not completely eliminated. The IBM repeater optimization tool, BuffOpt, can automatically select wire sizing, plane selection, or insertion of a repeater for the best solution to address large SoC blockages issues. When BuffOpt identifies a net which can benefit from the thick copper level, it automatically passes this constraint to the router. Wire sizing and plane selection both have the effect of reducing the resistance and increasing the capacitance of a wire. BuffOpt considers net topology, driver strength, timing constraints, and wire-level parasitics when optimizing nets.
Another approach to solving the large-block SoC timing closure issue is to design into the IP repeater cell holes that would be available to the optimization tools as valid placement locations. Such holes may constitute more optimal locations for repeaters than having to place repeaters completely outside the blockage of large cores in SoC designs. Repeater holes are floorplanned in large hard cores along functional boundaries to provide space for repeaters to enable more flexibility in chip-level timing closure. The methods used to insert repeaters in chip-level repeater bays, as described in [14] , are the same as would be used in the hard-core repeater holes. In the IBM Blue Logic SA-27E ASIC technology, the PPC440A4V1 core was designed with repeater holes and used on the SoC chip design shown in Figure 9 . Figure 9 illustrates a good example of the physical layout of an SoC ASIC designed within this methodology. The sub-blocks labeled in the figure represent a variety of hard cores, soft cores, and application-specific hierarchical blocks. Many of the sub-blocks are defined with move bounds to allow unconstrained logic to flow within them. Fixed macro blocks, such as SRAMs, are shown as black
Figure 8
Shielding scenarios (see text). 
SoC clocking
IBM Blue Logic ASIC clock methodology offers two options to SoC designers. The first option is the structured clock buffer (SCB) approach described in [15] . This approach is targeted for SoC designs that require highperformance clock trees. The key elements of the SCB clock methodology include a clock-planning tool (ClockPro), a clock-optimization tool (ClockDesigner), and a balanced clock-routing tool (Scorpion). The SCB circuit is a four-stage buffer circuit and is physically designed to spread across the chip power grid and mitigate electromigration issues due to the high switching factor and frequency characteristics of high-performance clock trees. Two types of SCB circuits are available to SoC designers for easier floorplanning: horizontal and vertical. The horizontal SCB is short and very wide, while the vertical SCB is very tall and narrow. The second clock methodology option is the standard distributed clock tree, which uses regular clock buffers and typically more stages to implement a clock tree than does the SCB clock methodology. The standard clock tree methodology has much more flexibility during floorplanning because of the smaller size of the clock buffer circuits, but at the cost of much higher clock skew; for this reason it is targeted for lower-performance SoC designs.
Placement-driven synthesis
A very important design capability included in the IBM Blue Logic ASIC design system is the placement-driven synthesis (PDS) tool, which significantly reduces the amount of time needed to achieve timing closure on SoC designs by reducing the number of iterations involving floorplanning, synthesis, and layout, as described in [16] . The higher accuracy of placement-based wire estimation clearly has had a major impact on the time it takes to close timing on large SoC designs compared to previous methods involving wire-load-based statistical models. PDS is the integration of three IBM tools: BooleDozer*, a logic synthesis tool; EinsTimer*, a static timing tool; and ChipBench* placement algorithms using a transformal approach, as described in [17] . SoC designers in IBM technologies have the advantage of two modes of using PDS. PDS can be used in refine mode, in which the input is a synthesized and placed netlist, or full placement mode, in which the input is a synthesized netlist.
Summary
The design size and complexity of an SoC design, and the variety of silicon technology features required, have forced the development of an efficient design system architecture to provide the productivity necessary to ensure first-pass success using a reasonably sized design team. These designs introduce at the chip level functional, physical, and electrical challenges previously met only at the board level. Concepts such as multiple voltage supplies, hierarchy, I/O planning, and electrical analysis must be optimized for this environment. These considerations affect the architecture of the physical design system itself, as well as the process flows for the realization of each design.
The construction and execution of the physical design concepts described above resulted in multiple SoC ASIC designs with first-time success. These concepts facilitate the reuse of IP and provide advantages in overall design turnaround time, time-to-market, and resource management. 
